E v en t s b r o ch u r e

ABOUT CINNA MON KITCHEN & ANISE
Located within Devonshire Square, in a former warehouse of
the East India Trading Company, the Cinnamon Kitchen is the
sister venue to the much loved Cinnamon Club in Westminster.
The site also boasts Anise Bar and Lounge next door,
a private dining room and weather resistant upper and lower
outdoor courtyard terrace areas – perfect for any occasion.
Drawing on the same ethos of innovation and creativity
as the original restaurant, Cinnamon Kitchen and Anise offer
evolved Modern Indian dishes delicately flavoured and created
to suit and cater for all tastes and event types. These are
further complimented by an impressive list of drinks – including
the signature Cinnamon Bellini.
We can accommodate a variety of events across our spaces
for groups ranging anywhere up to 450 guests. Our venue
is flexible and unique and our passion for service and food,
provided by Cinnamon’s award winning chefs and team –
ensures successful and memorable events.
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CINNA MON KITCHEN
M ain Dining Room
The large dining room is contemporary and smartly decorated; retaining some of the
industrial charm of the original East India Trading Company with its high lofty ceiling.
The versatility of the room to dress down as a blank open canvass has seen its popularity
increase over the past few years as an events space to suit a variety of function types.
Available for:

Capacity:

Prestigious lunch/ dinners

Dinner:		

up to 110

Award presentations

Dinner dance:

up to 80

Charitable events

Reception party: up to 250

Auction dinners

Cabaret style:

up to 140

Launch parties

Theatre style:

up to 120

Networking events
Cocktail/themed parties
Weddings
*Minimum spend variable; start from £2000.
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Private Dining Room
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CINNA MON KITCHEN
Private Dining Room
The Private Dining Room is a secluded room in the corner of the main restaurant –
boasting an open kitchen window to see all the chef action, or indeed screen off
if you prefer to remain completely anonymous.
In here you will have dedicated waiting on service in the comfort of warm,
self contained surroundings – with easy access to the terrace for some fresh
air if needed and AV facilities built into the room for your use at no extra cost.
It is an ideal space to host functions such as breakfast meetings, more intimate
private lunch and dinners, small seminars, wine tasting evenings and meetings.
AV Facilities:

Capacity:

Plasma TV

Breakfast/ Lunch/ Dinner: 6–16

WIFI access

Boardroom:

6–16

Phone line and multiple
laptop plug in available
Projectable drop down screen
Projector (hire of this incurs
an additional cost)
*Minimum spend variable – starting from £100.
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CINNA MON KITCHEN
Tandoor Bar & Grill
The main focal piece of the main dining room is where guests can
experience London’s first tandoor bar and grill; an interactive dining
experience at the Cinnamon Kitchen.
Take control of the tandoor with an array of bespoke menus
cooked by our expert chefs before your very eyes.
AVailable for:

Capacity:

Interactive lunch/dinners

Breakfast/ Lunch/ Dinner: 16

Team socials
VIP tastings
Speed Networking
*Minimum spend applies to exclusive hires for groups of 6 or more and are variable –
starting from £200.
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ANISE BAR
BAR AND LOUNGE
Anise is a chic, contemporary cocktail bar and lounge complete with inbuilt
AV facilities – making it a versatile event space for a variety of function types.
AVailable for:

Capacity:

Cocktail parties

Reception/Cocktail party: up to 150

Summer parties

Food and Drinks party:

up to 150

Presentations
Christmas drink/nibble parties
Award celebrations
Personal occasions –
birthdays / engagement…
Launch parties
Team Building socials
Networking events
*Minimum spend variable – starting from £500.
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Outdoor Terrace
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cinnamon kitchen & ANISE BAR
outdoor terrace
Another truly unique aspect of Cinnamon Kitchen & Anise is the outdoor terrace in the
Western Courtyard – one of the city’s most enjoyable alfresco dining experiences and
highly sought after external event spaces. An ideal location for summer parties, barbecues
and receptions.
We have hosted functions such as party games, team building activities, Indian summers,
sporting events, to elegant black tie, Christmas tents and civil ceremonies – the space can
be whatever you would like it to be and we can help you to create your best event to date.
Important to note also is the rarity to find an all seasons outdoor space – completely
weather resistant taking away any fear of bad weather dampening guest moods.
It consists of upper and lower level terrace areas – which are available to be hired together,
separately or in conjunction with whole or part of our indoor space/s.
CAPACITY:
Upper level terrace:

up to 100

Lower level terrace:

up to 100

Upper and lower terrace levels:

up to 200

Anise and lower terrace level:

up to 250

Cinnamon Kitchen and upper terrace level: up to 450
Whole venue (indoor and outdoor):

up to 600

*Minimum spends are variable – starting from £1000.
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vivek singh
EXECUTIVE CHEF & CEO
Classically trained in India, Vivek has transformed the face of Indian cooking
by drawing inspiration from age-old recipes and ideas and evolving them to
create modern dishes ‘beyond authenticity’.
All of our inspired event menus will be created by a team of chefs who
have been trained by Vivek. The aim of our menus is to challenge peoples
traditional perceptions and create a high profile option for quality events
to ‘wow’ your guests.
Outside of the kitchen, Vivek has authored five bestselling cookbooks
and is a regular on BBC’s Saturday Kitchen, Celebrity Masterchef and
UKTV’s Market Kitchen.
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FIND US
Cinnamon Kitchen & Anise
9 Devonshire Square
London EC2M 4YL

HOW TO GET HERE
The easiest way to reach us is by public transport.
The nearest tube station is Liverpool Street (Hammersmith and City,
Circle, Metropolitan and Central lines plus National rail services),
which is within five minutes walking distance.

CONTACT US
For all enquiries and/or further information please contact:
A manda Ferreira
Direct Office: 0207 626 5000 (ext 1)
Email: amanda@cinnamon-kitchen.com
Tanya Da Silva
Direct Office: 0207 626 5000 (ext 1)
Email: tanya@cinnamonclub.com
We are happy to cater at any venue you have selected.
For more information regarding our Outside Catering packages
please contact occasions@cinnamonclub.com
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